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NetEnt awakens the Kraken in Ocean’s 
Treasure™ 

  

Supplier’s new game takes players to a world of sunken treasures and 
action-packed slot fun   
 

 
NetEnt is submerging players in an underwater slot adventure for a chance to find hidden 
prizes guarded by the ominous Kraken in its latest release Ocean’s Treasure™.  
 
Inspired by the long-lost city of Atlantis, the new 5-reel, 3-row video slot is flowing with 

features, including Stacked Wilds and Free Spins with an increasing Level Multiplier to 

amplify excitement with every spin.  

To unlock the Kraken’s treasures, players need to collect three Scatter Symbols and enter 5-
level Free Spins. With each Wild that appears on the reels, they are awarded with additional 
spins and advance deeper into the ocean, unlocking new levels and increasing the Level 
Multiplier by up to x12.   
 
With the potential to gain up to 102 additional Free Spins and an RTP of 95.99%, Ocean’s 
Treasure is a dynamic title aimed at players who enjoy high-volatility gameplay.  
 
“Ocean’s Treasure’s combination of an immersive theme, striking graphics and anticipation 
building features is tailored to grab the attention of experienced slot fans and those in search 
of high-intensity a play session. Awarding more Free Spins to lucky players than any other 
NetEnt game and the potential for huge prizes, this deep-sea slot will make a lucrative 
addition to our partners’ portfolio,” says Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games.  
 
Earlier in February NetEnt has also launched Rise of Maya, Secret of the Stones with its 
MAX version and before the end of the month Asian themed King of 3 Kingdoms will be 
launched across the operator network. 
 
Play Ocean’s Treasure for free here 
 

https://games.netent.com/video-slots/oceans-treasure/


 
 

For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s 
most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 
1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 
platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. 
NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, 
Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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